
CRPF DUO MANAS – NADEEM CLINCHES DOUBLES TROPHY IN ALL INDIA POLICE 

TENNIS TOURNAMENT 

It has always been a daunting task writing anything about a game like tennis with an intent 

of doing justice to your endeavor of reaching out to your readers conveying them what all 

happened on the ground. But it becomes apparently easier when you take the joy of 

sharing the pleasure of victory with the people. All India police lawn tennis championship 

left all of us in the same state of happiness where our open doubles team provided us with 

a moment to celebrate and feel proud. 

                           

 The team comprising Sh. Manas Ranjan and Sh. Nadeem Ahmed Samdani did wonders in 

Chandigarh, the venue of Championship where the duo registered thumping victory over 

their adversaries from BSF. They say that tennis is a gentlemanly clash of wills, where you 

are out there alone and the way you play reveal so much about what you really are. Our 

open doubles team revealed the dominance and command over the game that they had by 

knocking off the opponents in league matches with margins absolutely unbelievable. The 

team from CRPF proved that tennis is a game that involves intense aerobics and vigor, apart 

from the skillful deflection and defending. The fitness level is the key that helps a player 

negotiate with the arms beginning to throb and lungs starting to shriek after initial few 

minutes of play and each shot racing towards him appears to be a punch at his chest. On 

22nd Dec, the finals was against BSF where the Manas-Nadeem duo proved that this game is 

a game of reflexes and it speaks volume about your mental bearing that holds implicitly the 

germs of your game, coming out explicitly through your nervous mechanisms in the form of 

your shot patterns and characteristics of your game. While Nadeem held the depth of the 

court covered by his vast array of back hands, Manas displayed his flamboyance on the net 

by deflecting the racing shot of the opponent back to them but surely not for them. The 

finals ended 10-2 as it couldn’t get more convincing a victory as the CRPF tennis duo was 

relentlessly miser in giving anything away to the opponents. The only respite that the 

adversaries could manage was the fact that the game ended.  

The open doubles team comprising of Sh. Manas Ranjan, CO (Proc) and Sh. Nadeem Ahmed, 

CO, 100 RAF lifted the champions trophy and brought the glory and laurels to the force. 

Thanks to our team for making us proud and making CRPF a champion.  
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